
Ansteorran Internal Letter of Intent 2008-03 

Here is the ILoI 2008-03. Please note – throw away any old forms that you still might have. We’ve gone to a slightly 

new format – both black & white line drawings AND colored versions of the arms.  Estrill Asterisk 

 

1) Coblaith Mhuimhneach.  (Barony of Bryn Gwlad) 
Name Change to: <Coblaith Muimnech>. If new name is registered, wants to release old name. 

Device Resubmission. Azure frett y and a chief Or. 

 

   
 

Submission History - Device: Azure fretty Or, a hazelnut base to chief Or was returned 11/06 by Laurel for lack of 

identifiability of the hazelnut. 

 
Asterisk Note: A Letter of Permission to Conflict with Gwydden Lawen, Sable, a fret and a chief Or, was included. 

 
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 

Change for:   

Authenticity:  Language and/or Culture & Time Period: 850-950 C.E. Irish Gael 

Documentation Provided:  “Coblaith” is the Middle Irish Gaelic form of a woman’s personal name found in the 
annals of Ulster, the Four Masters, and Tigernach and in the Chronicon Scotorum, as recorded in Mari Elspeth 

nic Bryan’s Index of Names in Irish Annals (http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/mari/AnnalsIndex/Feminine/ 

Coblaith. shtml). 

 

According to the November 2006 Laurel Letter of Acceptances and Returns (http://www.sca.org/heraldry/loar/ 

2006/11/06-11lar.html): 

A fully Middle Irish form of this name would be Coblaith Muimnech. The spelling muimnech, the Middle Irish 

spelling of the byname meaning “the Munster man/woman”, is found in Royal Irish Academy, Dictionary of the 

Irish Language, s.v. muimnech. 

 

 

2) Luke Aucher.  (Barony of Loch Soilleir) 
Registered 7/07 via Ansteorra.. Device Resubmission. Argent, a chief rayonny gules, a great auk close 

sable. 
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Submission History - Device: This device <Argent, a great auk close proper and a chief rayonny gules> was 

returned 7/07 for lack of contrast. This device is clear of the badge of Marie d'Acre, Argent, a penguin rampant 

regardant sable, marked and bellied argent, collared gules.  
 

Asterisk note: The device resubmission is on an old form. If I receive copies of all paperwork on the new forms 

before the decision meeting, there won’t be a problem. Otherwise, it will have to be returned. 
 

 

3) Matthias der Wachter von Tirol.  (Shire of Gates Edge) 
Name Resubmission . Device Resubmission. Per chevron inverted sable and gules an eagle displayed 

argent surrounded by five ermine spots argent. [Asterisk note: no b&w copy was provided.] 

 

 
 

Submission History - Name: <Matthiäs der Wächter von Tyrol > Returned 3/07 for insufficient documentation. No 

documentation was given for <der Wächter>, and no photocopies were included for the documentation for <von 

Tyrol>. 

 
Submission History - Device: Per chevron inverted wavy sable and gules an eagle displayed argent guttee de sang 

surrounded by five ermine spots argent. Returned 3/07 for multiple reasons, including lack of a name. The 

goutes on the eagle are so small as to be unidentifiable. The wavy line of division is too shallow to be a good 

wavy, but more importantly having a charge overlying a low-contrast complex line of division has been banned 

per Laurel precedent. 

 

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:   

Change for:   
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Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  Matthias: Academy of Saint Gabriel Report 2144 – “We didn’t find the exact spelling 

<Matthias> recorded in period Germany, but some of the spellings we did find suggest that <Matthias> is quite 

plausible.” 

 

Tirol: Tirol. Encyclopaedia Britannica. 2007. Online, 27 July 2007. http://www.britannica.com/eb/article- 9072610. 
‘Tirol originated as a family name, derived from a castle near Meran (now Merano, Italy). By AD 1150 scions of the 

family were counts and bailiwicks (land agents) for the bishops of Trent. In 1248 the counts of Tirol acquired 

extensive lands from the bishop of Brixen (Bressanone, Italy) and by 1271 had practically replaced the ecclesiastical 

power in the area.” 

 

Lord Engenulf de Vienville, Herald to the Shire of Gate’s Edge wrote the following letter: 

Name Construction 
“In the original submission of the name Matthias der Wachter von Tyrol there seemed to be a consensus among the 

commenters that the appellation of ‘the watcher’ would be out of place or unlikely. I have attached listing of a 

number of individuals from various regions across what is now Germany and Austria identified by the addition of a 

cognomen or sobriquet. All nobles as it is unlikely to find the names of other individuals on tax or church records 

with these cognomen, but Bavarian or Saxon, Tirolian or Bohemian, there are numerous examples of this 
predilection toward applying an additional identifier to the person named. 

 

Some of these names certainly are derived from physical attributes. Henry the Corpulent, Duke of Wroclaw (1290-

1296) or Louis VII the Bearded, Duke of Bavaria-Ingolstadt (1413-1443) certainly are examples of this practice. 

That doesn’t mean the Louis had the only beard or that Henry was the only fat person in those areas at that time. Just 

that those physical attributes were enough to mark them and to differentiate from others. 

 

In addition to these, there are individuals with an animal derived name such as Albert the Bear, Margrave of 

Brandenburg (1139-1142) or his successor as Duke of Saxony Henry III the Lion (1142-1180) also known as Henry 

XII the Lion as Duke of Bavaria. Certainly these names may have come as a result of a physical resemblance or 

perhaps a personality that reflected the attributes of the names used. A far more common form of this type of 
cognomen are names that reflect a personality type. There are a number people identified as the ‘the Bold’ or ‘the 

Pious’ but just as many others are given names that certainly make a precise point about the person. Ernest the Iron, 

Duke of Inner Austria (1406-1424) didn’t control iron production in Austria. John the Constant aka John the 

Steadfast, Elector of Saxony (1525-1532) and Leopold the Strong, Margrave of Styria (1122-1129) may have shared 

common personality traits. Henry the Quarrelsome, Duke of Bavaria (955-976) may not have been a pleasure to be 

around, nor would Frederick the Warlike, Elector of Saxony (1423-1428). 

 

In light of that, I would argue that ‘der Wachter’ which might also be defined as ‘Sentinel’ or even ‘Vigilant’ rather 

than ‘Watchman’ would certainly fit with cultural naming practices in Germanic areas in the later part of our period. 

That ‘von Tirol’ would indicate that he is the only such person would not be the logical next step any more than 

assuming that any individual in the attached list held the monopoly on virtue, ineptness, debauchery or even wore 

the only pigtail or beard in the area. And as you can see in the convoluted feudal world was useful in identifying a 
single person from the titles he may have held.  

 

Respectfully submitted, Lord Engenulf de Vienville, Herald to the Shire of Gate’s Edge 

 

A Partial Listing of Cognomen from Various Germanic Areas in Period 
 

Albert the Bear – Duke of Saxony, Margrave of Brandenburg – (1139-1142) 

Albert the Bold – Duke of Saxony – (1464-1500) 

Albert the Wise – Duke of Bavaria-Munich – (1467-1508) 

Albrecht the Degenerate – Landgrave of Thuringia – (1288-1314) 

Conrad the Dean – Duke of Olesnica – (1416-1427) 
Conrad the Grey – Duke of Olesnica – (1366-1403) 

Dietrich the Hard Pressed – Margrave of Meissen – (1197-1221) 

Ernest the Iron – Duke of Inner Austria – (1406-1424) 

Frederick of the Empty Pockets – Duke of Further Austria, Count of Tirol – (1406-1439) 
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Frederick the Handsome – Duke of Inner Austria (1308-1330) 

Frederick the Strict – Landgrave of Thuringia – (1349-1381) 

Frederick the Warlike – Elector of Saxony – (1423-1428) 

Henry the Black – Duke of Bavaria – (1120-1126) 

Henry the Corpulent – Duke of Wroclaw – (1290-1296) 

Henry the Lion – Duke of Bavaria and Saxony – (1156-1180) 
Henry the Proud – Duke of Bavaria – (1126-1139) 

Henry the Quarrelsome – Duke of Bavaria – (955-976) 

Henry the Rich – Duke of Bavaria-Landshut – (1392-1450) 

Henry the Righteous – Duke of Wroclaw – (1270-1290) 

Hermann the Learned – Landgrave of Hesse – (1376-1413) 

John the Constant aka the Steadfast – Elector of Saxony – (1525-1532) 

Leopold the Strong – Margrave of Styria – (1122-1129) 

Louis the Rich – Duke of Bavaria-Landshut – (1450-1479) 

Louis the Bearded – Duke of Bavaria-Ingolstadt – (1413-1443) 

Philip the Magnanimous – Landgrave of Hesse – (1509-1567) 

William the Ambitious – Duke of Inner Austria – (1386-1406) 

 
 

4) . Melinda del Feld.  (Barony of Loch Soilleir) 
Name Resubmission.  Device Resubmission. Per bend sinister vert and argent, a garb Or in dexter chief. 

 

   
 

Submission History - Name: Returned 3/07 for insufficient documentation of the surname. 

 
Submission History - Device: Returned 3/07 for lack of name. 

 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  No. 

Change for:   

Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  Melinda – This name is submitted under the “legal name” clause in Rules for 

Submissions of the College of Arms, II.4 Legal Names. [Asterisk note: Nothing provided to prove legal name, 

this time around. Previous submission did include copy of driver’s license & marriage certificate.] 

 

“del Feld” – is found in Reaney & Wilson’s entry for “Field, Fields, Feild, de la Feld, Delafeld”. 

 

Asterisk note: Both name & device resubmissions were on old forms. If I receive copies of all paperwork on the 

new forms before the decision meeting, there won’t be a problem. Otherwise, they will have to be returned. 
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5) Regan Caimbeul.  (Barony of the Steppes) 
Name Resubmission.  Device Resubmission. Gyronny sable and Or, on a lozenge purpure a horse rampant 

argent. 

 

   
 

Submission History – Name: Withdrawn at Laurel by submitter 1/07 – Constance Elizabeth Campbell. 

 
Submission History – Device: Kingdom returned device 9/06 Purpure, on a bend cotissed argent four horseshoues 

palewise vert for conflict with Isabella Catharini, “Purpure, on a bend cotised argent three irises purpure.” 

 

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 

Change for:  Language and/or culture: “Ray-gun Cambell” Gaelic Scottish.. 

Authenticity:  Language and/or culture 

 

Documentation Provided:  Regan [Reaney & Wilson, p. 331] is found under O’Regan, Regan. 

Reaney, P.H. & Wilson, R.M. (1995). A Dictionary of British Surnames. Oxford University Press, Oxford, Third Ed. 

 

Caimbeul (Gaelic spelling): 
Black, George F. The Surnames of Scotland: Their Origin, Meaning, and History. New York: The New York Public 

Library, 1946. Ninth Printing, 1989. p. 129 ff 

 

6) Vilhialmr vetr. (Barony of Bryn Gwlad). 
Name registered 12/06 via Ansteorra. Device Resubmission. Argent, three annulets interlaced within a 

bordure purpure. 
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Submission History – Device: Argent, three annulets interlaced within a bordure dovetailed purpure. Returned 

12/07 for conflict with the device of Liadan inghean Ghlasain, Argent, a triquetra within a bordure embattled 

purpure.  

 


